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Abstract
We analyze the eﬃciency of quantum simulations of fermionic and bosonic models in
trapped ions. In particular, we study the optimal time of entangling gates and the
required number of total elementary gates. Furthermore, we exemplify these
estimations in the light of quantum simulations of quantum ﬁeld theories,
condensed-matter physics, and quantum chemistry. Finally, we show that
trapped-ion technologies are a suitable platform for implementing quantum
simulations involving interacting fermionic and bosonic modes, paving the way for
overcoming classical computers in the near future.
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1 Background
Quantum simulation is one of the most promising ﬁelds in quantum information science.
Feynman already pointed out in  [] that a controllable quantum platform could sim-
ulate the dynamics or static properties of another quantum system exponentially faster
than classical computers. Since then, this hypothesis has been demonstrated [], and im-
portant theoretical and experimental work followed [–]. Furthermore, quantum simu-
lators establish analogies between previously unconnected ﬁelds, and have as a main aim
to overcome classical computers.
Many proposals and experimental realizations of quantum simulations in a broad variety
of platforms have been put forward, as for example spin systems [–], the Bose-Hubbard
model implemented with cold atoms [], quantum chemistry [] and quantum statis-
tics [–] simulated with photonic systems, condensed matter models with Rydberg
atoms [], relativistic quantum mechanics [–], quantum ﬁeld theories [], and the
lattice Schwinger model []. On the other hand, quantum simulations of fermionic and
bosonic systems in trapped ions have been recently proposed []. Therefore, it is timely
to study the experimental requirements needed, to assess the feasibility of the proposal
and to compare it with other implementations.
In this article, we analyze the necessary resources to implement a quantum simulation
of fermions and bosons with trapped ions [, –]. We show that the methods de-
veloped for simulating fermionic and bosonic systems with ions can save a large amount
of resources in terms of gates with respect to other platforms. This demonstrates that
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Figure 1 Quantum simulations with trapped ions. (a) Scheme of a rf Paul trap for digital-analog quantum
simulations. Energy-level scheme for optical qubits (b), and rf qubits (c). In addition to the qubit levels |0〉 and
|1〉, a third level is used for qubit readout.
trapped ions are a promising quantum technology for a wide variety of quantum simula-
tions, including high energy physics, condensed matter, or quantum chemistry.
Trapped-ion systems are one of themost advanced technologies for implementing quan-
tum information protocols. Ions are charged particles that can be conﬁned either in Pen-
ning traps [] or radio-frequency (rf ) Paul traps []. The former uses electrostatic and
magnetic ﬁelds, whereas the latter requires time-dependent ﬁelds to conﬁne the ions in an
eﬀective harmonic potential. Here, we will focus on rf Paul traps, see Figure a. Two dif-
ferent kinds of qubits are currently employed, optical qubits and radio-frequency qubits
(rf qubits). In the ﬁrst ones, see Figure b, two internal metastable electronic levels cor-
responding to an optical transition are used to encode the qubit. In the second ones, see
Figure c, a third level is used to mediate a two-photon transition between the hyperﬁne
or Zeeman electronic levels of the qubit.
Via sideband cooling, the ionic motional modes are able to reach their ground state,
which is commonly used as a quantumbus to perform two-qubit gates between any pair of
ions in a string. Finally, using resonance ﬂuorescence bymeans of a cyclic transition, quan-
tum nondemolition measurements of the qubit can be realized. Fidelities of state prepara-
tion, single- and two-qubit gates, and qubit measurement, are currently above % [].
The basic Hamiltonian describing the coupling of a two-level cold ion with a laser beam
is ( = )
H = ω σz + νa
†a +(σ+ + σ–)
× (exp[i(kz –ωlt + φ)] + exp[–i(kz –ωlt + φ)]), ()
where σ± and σz are Pauli matrices associated with the ionic internal levels, a (a†) is the
annihilation (creation) operator of the corresponding motional mode, ω is the frequency
of the internal ionic transition, ν is the frequency of the trap, ωl is the frequency of the
laser ﬁeld drive, φ is the laser phase, k is the laser wave vector, and is the Rabi frequency
associated with the ion-laser coupling.
Transforming into an interaction picture with respect to the internal and motional free-
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where  is the laser detuning with respect to the internal ionic transition, η = kz is the
so called Lamb-Dicke parameter, where z =
√
/mν is the ground state width of the
motional harmonic oscillator mode.
In the Lamb-Dicke regime, namely, η
√〈(a + a†)〉  , Eq. () can be expressed as
HI =[σ+e–i(t–φ) + iησ+e–i(t–φ)(ae–iνt + a†eiνt) +H.c.]. ()
By choosing diﬀerent internal vibrational transitions appropriately changing the laser
detuning, , one can obtain the three basic interactions in trapped-ion technology.


















One can also take into account several laser drivings acting upon diﬀerent ions in a
string. In this situation, one can express the basic interactions as
HIc,j =
(










σ j+a†keiφ – σ j–ake–iφ
)
,
where σ j± and a†k (ak) are the raising and lowering operators of the jth ion and the creation
(annihilation) bosonic operators of the kth vibrational mode, respectively.
By appropriately combining the interactions appearing in Eq. () one may obtain the
basic single and two-qubit gates necessary for universal quantum computing. Prototypical
cases of two-qubit gates that can be realized in trapped ions are: the Cirac-Zoller gate [],
corresponding basically to a controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate, and the Mølmer-Sørensen
(MS) gate [], that is the basic building block for our quantum simulations of fermions
and bosons in trapped ions.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section ., we summarize the method for
simulating fermionic systems in trapped ions introduced in Ref. [], and we propose
a novel approach with an ultrafast gate that may speed up the implementation of the
method. In Section . we assess the eﬃciency of the method in terms of the number
of elementary gates and realization time, and show that it can be highly advantageous as
compared to other platforms. Finally, we give our conclusions in Section .
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2 Results and discussion
2.1 Fermionic and bosonic models in trapped ions
Interacting fermionic and bosonic systems are ubiquitous in physics. They appear as ef-
fective models in condensed-matter physics and quantum chemistry, constituting also the
natural language in which quantum ﬁeld theories are analyzed. The numerical computa-
tion of interacting fermionic and bosonic models is, in general, a hard problem due to
the fast growth of the Hilbert space dimension with the number of modes []. The use of
numerical methods such as quantum Monte Carlo is not always possible due to the so-
called sign problem. In this sense, quantum simulations appear as the technique that will
allow us to calculate the time evolution of interacting fermionic and bosonic theories in
an optimized way [].
.. Eﬃcient implementation of fermionic dynamics
Here, we show how a linear Paul trap can eﬃciently encode the dynamics of interacting
fermionic and bosonic systems using digital-analog techniques []. Our method consists
of three steps, see Figure . Firstly, we map the Hamiltonian H of N interacting fermionic
modes, via the Jordan-Wigner transformation, to a sum of nonlocal spin operators. The
second step consists in decomposing the evolution operator associated with H via a Trot-
ter expansion. This yields products of exponentials, each of them associated with one of
the nonlocal spin operators appearing in the Hamiltonian. Finally, we implement these
exponentials, up to local rotations, on a set of N two-level ions with a small number of
laser pulses, by means of two Mølmer-Sørensen gates and a local gate. These three steps
produce an eﬃcient protocol employing just polynomial resources. A trapped ion im-
plementation of the presented method will be able to simulate nonlinear and long-range
fermionic and bosonic interactions for two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems.
The reason for this is the fact that the time evolution associated with the nonlocal spin op-
erators, which contains a large number of Pauli operators, can nevertheless be eﬃciently
realized (see the third step in Figure ). For about∼  ormore particles, one could already
overcome classical computers in a fermionic quantum simulation. The requirements for
eﬃcient quantum simulation of fermionic or spin models may also be developed in super-
conducting circuits as recently shown in Refs [–].
.. Eﬃcient implementation of fermions interacting with bosons
The same protocol presented in Figure  can be extended in order to include bosonic
modes in the formalism. In this sense, the only requirement corresponds to the replace-
ment of the gate e–iφσmz by e–iφσmz (a+a†) in the third step of the algorithm. The possibility to
implement this kind of interactions in a quantum simulator generalizes the kind of theo-
ries to be simulated. Some examples are the Holstein model [, ] in condensed matter
physics or nontrivial extensions of quantum chemistry including the molecular vibronic
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the inclusion of bosonicmodes paves the way to the im-
plementation of quantum ﬁeld theories in trapped ions []. Quantum ﬁeld theories are
among the deepest theories of nature describing the behavior of fundamental particles.
For example, quantum electrodynamics is the theory governing the interaction between
fermionic charged particles through the electromagnetic ﬁeld. A simpliﬁed version of the
Hamiltonian describing the interaction between fermions and bosons, when restricted to
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Figure 2 Scheme of the proposed three-step protocol. (1) Mapping of the Hamiltonian H, where each cik
corresponds to a fermionic operator, N is the total number of fermionic modes, and α is the highest order of
the many-body interaction, using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, to a sum of tensor products of spin
operators. (2) Trotter expansion of the resulting evolution. (3) Implementation of each nonlocal evolution, up
to local rotations, with a sequence of two MS gates and a local gate. We point out that the use of local
rotations allows one to obtain an arbitrary fermionic Hamiltonian. While the MS gates correspond to an
interaction upon all the ions, the intermediate one is a local rotation applied on just one ion. To simulate a
dynamics of fermions coupled to bosons, one would substitute the local gate Uσz by exp[–iφσ
m
z (a + a
†)],
resulting in a linear coupling of bosons to a quadratic fermionic operator.













with bp (dp) fermionic (antifermionic) operators obeying the anticommutation rules






ake–iwkteikx + a†keiωk te–ikx
)
, ()
where ak and a†k obey [ak ,a
†
k′ ] = δ(k – k′).
Here, several approximations can be considered. For instance, an adequate discretiza-
tion in the number of fermionic and bosonicmodes will make the implementation feasible
with current technology.We point out that the kind of terms that will arise fromHamilto-
nian () simply correspond to interactions between fermions and fermions with bosons,
and each of them is implementable with the previously commented techniques. In the spin
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language, the diﬀerent terms appearing will be nonlocal spin operators coupled linearly to
the position operator of the bosons. The interaction between fermions will arise through
the coupling to the bosons, that will act as mediators.
.. Optimization of entangling gates for implementing fermions and bosons in trapped
ions
One possibility to improve the gate time in our protocol for simulating fermionic and
bosonic systems in trapped ions is the following. It can be realized that the Hamiltonian







may be substituted by the Hamiltonian




associated with a dynamics that we name Ultrafast Multi-Qubit (UMQ) gate for reasons
that will be clariﬁed later. Label  denotes here the ion acted upon by the local gate applied
between the twoMS gates. Doing this substitution the protocol remains exactly the same,
given that the terms not involving ion  cancel out after the twoMS gates. Notice that the
label  can refer to any spin which appears in the nonlocal spin interaction. Accordingly,
one may just consider the UMQ gate for our protocol instead of the MS gate. That is, one
would implement theUMQgate pair by pair. This can be a signiﬁcant advantage, given that
unitary evolutions associated with Hamiltonians of the kind σ xσ
j
x can be done in trapped
ions with resonant gates [, ], saving orders of magnitude in the gate time with respect
to dispersive gates like the MS gate. Current proposals consider applying the resonant
gates to neighboring ions, and to couple distant ions one can employ shuttling [, ].
We consider a setup analogous to the one in Ref. []. The shuttling time will depend on
the speciﬁc experiment and the kind of protocol, either adiabatic or making use of reverse
engineering techniques. Thus, for say  ions, one will need  resonant gates in the new
protocol per MS gate in the old protocol, to implement the UMQ gate. However, given
that the resonant gates can be done about  orders of magnitude faster, one may reduce
the total protocol time by  orders of magnitude. For the relevant case of  ions, which
would simulate  fermionic modes, one may reduce the simulator time a factor of 
using the UMQ gate with respect to the MS-based protocol. Instead of shuttling the ions,
a further possibility is to couple distant sites via swap gates with just a linear resource
overhead [].
2.2 Analysis of quantum-simulated dynamics
We assess now the feasibility of our protocols for implementing fermionic and bosonic
dynamics in trapped ions by giving illustrative examples. We calculate the number of en-
tangling gates needed when using MS gates, and compare it with other implementations
that use Controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates []. We show that in trapped ions one may re-
duce the number of necessary multiqubit gates by almost one order of magnitude.
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Figure 3 Scheme of the lattice for a quantum simulation of the Hubbard model with 40 fermionic
modes.
.. Fermion models in trapped ions
We consider a trapped-ion quantum simulation of a ×  site fermionic lattice with two
modes per site (↑, ↓), see Figure . We propose to map this lattice onto a -ion string
in a Paul trap. Developments of an ion trap allowing for up to  ions in a string, for
quantum simulations, and quantum interfaces, have been recently published [, ]. The
total number of fermionic modes in our proposed system, i.e., , makes it be in the limit
of the computational power of classical computers. Thus, this quantum simulator is one
example of a relevant physical problem that trapped ions could solve eﬃcientlywhile being
hard for classical devices.
We compare now the total number of entangling gates needed both in our trapped ion
implementation, making use of MS gates, and in other quantum optics platforms, that
may employ CNOT gates. We point out that to implement an N-body spin operator, one
typically needs N CNOT gates, while, with our protocol, in general one just needs 











where σ =↑ or ↓. Let us nowmake a counting of the number of gates needed for this quan-
tum simulation. The ﬁrst kind of terms in Eq. () that we consider are tunneling terms
in a row, see Figure . After applying the Jordan-Wigner transformation, b†↓ = I⊗ ⊗ σ +,
b†↑ = I⊗⊗σ + ⊗σ z , . . . , we have, e.g., b†,↑b,↑+H.c. = (σ x ⊗σ z ⊗σ x +σ y ⊗σ z ⊗σ y )/.
This kind of term employs  MS gates (two per summand), and given that we have 
of these terms, with two spins per site, the total number of entangling gates needed is
 MS gates. The second kind of terms in Eq. () are the tunneling terms in a column
which are nonlocal in the spin-operator encoding. For example, the term b†,↓b,↓ +H.c. =
–(/)(σ x ⊗ σ z ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ z ⊗ σ x + σ y ⊗ σ z ⊗ · · · ⊗ σ z ⊗ σ y ). The number of MS
gates of this kind of term is × × ×  = . Finally, the last type of term in Eq. ()






i,↓bi,↓. In the spin language we have, e.g.,
b†,↑b,↑b
†
,↓b,↓ = |〉〈| ⊗ |〉〈|, where |〉i is the excited state of ion i (see Figure ),
which requires just one entangling gate, with Hamiltonian H ∝ σ z ⊗ σ z . The number of
two-qubit gates associated with this kind of term is . Summarizing, the number of en-
tangling gates, includingMS gates, for implementing the Hubbard model in our -mode
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lattice is  gates per Trotter step. For  Trotter steps, this will give a total number of
, gates.
We want to compare now the previous calculation with fermionic implementations us-
ing digital simulations in other quantum platforms. In those cases in which the MS gate
is not available, and one has to employ, e.g., CNOT gates, for each nonlocal spin operator
composed of N Pauli matrices one needs N CNOT gates [], instead of  MS gates. Ac-
cordingly, the number of CNOT gates for the tunneling terms in a row is × ×  = 
for each spin,  in total. Moreover, the number of CNOT gates for the tunneling terms
in a column is × ×  =  per spin,  in total. The number of entangling gates
for the onsite Coulomb repulsion is still the same as before, . Accordingly, the total
number of entangling gates per Trotter step is in this case ,. For  Trotter steps,
the total number of gates in implementations making use of CNOT gates and not of MS
gates is of about ,. This is almost one order of magnitude larger than for the trapped
ion case. Accordingly, one realizes that trapped-ion implementations, making use of MS
gates, are a highly versatile tool for implementing a fermionic dynamics. Even though one
can simulate free fermions eﬃciently with cold atoms, given that in this case the atoms
can be fermionic, it is much more diﬃcult to have nonlinearities and interactions among
them than with our trapped-ion methods. Accordingly, we consider our protocol for im-
plementing fermions in trapped ions as complementary to cold atoms and optical lattices.
We make now a rough estimate of the total time of the protocol: for a MS gate time of
about  μs, and for ∼, entangling gates, assuming the single qubit gates will con-
tribute a small fraction of the total evolution period, this will give a total protocol time of
about  ms. This is on the order of magnitude of the decoherence time in some current
experiments for digital quantum simulators []. Accordingly, near-future improvements
may allow to reach similar numbers of gates in the protocol inside the coherence time. For
a large number,N , of ions in the trap, the protocol may take a longer time for nonresonant
gates due to the reduced ion-phonon coupling, that scales as /
√
N . The time of the MS
gate will then increase by a factor ofN/, forN ions with respect to , i.e., for  ions a fac-
tor of . This will give a total time of the protocol of  s, which is, on the other hand, about
the decoherence time for some quantum-simulation experiments with trapped ions, e.g.,
with Ytterbium []. A further possibility to reduce the time of the protocol, and in conse-
quence increase the number of gates thatmay be realized in an experiment, is to substitute
the standard dispersive MS gates by a UMQ gate based on resonant entangling gates, like
in Refs [, ], as we pointed out in Section .. Given that we just need to apply N of
these gates per MS gate as shown in previous section, and we can reduce the time of each
gate by about  orders ofmagnitude, forN =  one could reduce the time of the protocol a
factor , well below the decoherence time. An optimization of resonant entangling gates
for simulating fermions in trapped ions may signiﬁcantly improve these resources. A fur-
ther issue is the fact that each single or two-qubit gate will have a ﬁnite error that will
accumulate when applying many of them. On the other hand, recent estimations point
to the fact that MS gates may be done in the near future with ﬁdelity errors smaller than
– []. If this is the case, reaching about thousands of gates in a single quantum simula-
tion experiment with trapped ions, without error correction, may be a realistic possibility.
.. Fermions coupled to bosons in trapped ions
Including bosons in the fermionic trapped-ion simulation, as explained in Section ., may
give a signiﬁcant computational power increase. From a numerical point of view, when
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one considers phonon generation, the Hilbert space dimension of the simulated system
can grow fast even with a small number of fermionic sites. Notice that the dynamics of a
bosonic Hilbert space can be approximatedwith truncation at some level of the number of
bosonic quanta. Therefore, the amount of computational resources that one needs in order
to obtain a given ﬁdelity for the quantum state of the simulation increases with the amount
of bosonic excitations. Given that the bosonic part is analog in our formalism, just with 
ions,  motional modes, and up to  phonons per mode, one would reach a total Hilbert
space dimension of , which is at the limit of the fastest classical computers. An example


















Here, bi (b†i ) is the annihilation (creation) operator at the fermion site i, and ai (a
†
i ) is the
phonon annihilation (creation) operator at site i. The parameters h, g and ω are respec-
tively a nearest-neighbor (NN) site hopping for the fermions, fermion-phonon coupling
and phononic free energy. The model describes a fermion-phonon correlated system,
which has been proven to be of great importance for a large number of solid state systems.
In condensed-matter systems, the correlation between the presence of fermions in a lattice
and distortions of the latter can produce the creation of polarons: fermions and phonons
can no more be regarded as independent particles. The lattice distortion surrounding the
fermion can have diﬀerent size depending on the intensity of the fermion-phonon inter-
action. For strong coupling, the fermions can become trapped, with interesting changes
of global transport properties.
We can map via Jordan-Wigner transformation the original Hamiltonian into a coupled



















To implement an N-site Holstein lattice in a trapped-ion chain, we make use of N + 
ions. The ﬁrst N ions will encode the dynamics of the fermionic sites, while the last




i=(σ ixσ i+x + σ iyσ i+y ). One can implement in a single MS gate the interactions hσ ixσ i+x
and hσ iyσ i+y , for each couple of nearest-neighbor ions. One additional, combined red-blue
sideband interaction can implement the interaction of each ion of the chain with a partic-
ular normal mode ai. Finally, driving the passive ion in the chain, one can realize the free
displacement of the motional modes in the model.
In summary, with ten sites, in order to perform one Trotter step, one will need × = 
MS local gates to implement the NN fermionic interactions,  red-blue detuned side-
bands for having the fermionic-bosonic interactions, and  pulses to couple each normal
mode to the passive ion. Therefore, a number of  gates per Trotter step, and considering
 Trotter steps, gives a total number of  gates, which is foreseeable in the near future.
In general, for the total N-mode Hamiltonian, one will need (N – ) MS gates and N
red-blue detuned sidebands per Trotter step. This is a number of gates linear in N . This
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should be compared with the resources needed for a classical simulation of this dynamics:
when the number of bosonic excitations per mode exceeds , the associated Hilbert space
will have a dimension larger than N , overcoming the capacities of classical computers
for even small N . Regarding the total time of the protocol, for  fermionic and bosonic
modes, one will need  ions, and the MS gate will employ a time about  times longer
than for just  ions, while the red and blue sidebands will take a time about  times longer.
Accordingly, the time of the protocol for a typical dynamics will be of about  ms per
Trotter step.
.. Quantum chemistry problems in trapped ions
We describe now how to deal with quantum chemistry problems within the approach
presented in the previous sections []. Typical quantum chemistry problems involve the
many-body interactions describing electrons and nuclei. A generic quantum chemistry
Hamiltonian, H = Te + Ve + TN + VN + VeN , contains the kinetic energies of the electrons
Te ≡ – m
∑





Mi ∇N ,i, and the electron-electron interactions
Ve ≡ ∑j>i e/|ri – rj|, the nuclei-nuclei potential energy VN ≡ ∑j>i ZiZje/|Ri – Rj|, and
electron-nuclei interaction VeN ≡ –∑i,j Zje/|ri – Rj|, where we have used r and R to ad-
dress electron and nuclei coordinates. Ourmethods can be complemented with a classical
variational optimizationmethod. In this way, one can perform a kind of quantum-assisted
optimization, in order to approximate ground-state energies and the ground-state eigen-
vectors for electronic molecular problems. Additional bosonic degrees of freedom can
be encoded in the motional normal modes of the trapped ions to simulate vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom of a quantum chemistry problem. A generic quantum











Here, bp (b†p) are annihilation (creation) operators for the electronic molecular orbitals,
hpq are the one-particle amplitudes obtained from the computation of single electron in-
tegrals of the kinetic energy of the electron and the nuclei-electron interaction. The coef-
ﬁcients hpqrs come from the two-particle electron-electron Coulomb repulsion. Namely,
if φp(r) ≡ 〈r|p〉 is the coordinate wave function of mode p, one has explicitly that hpq ≡
–
∫
drφ∗p(r)(Te + VeN )φq(r), and the two-body term hpqrs ≡
∫
dr,φ∗p(r)φ∗q (r)Ve(|r –
r|)φr(r)φs(r). To obtain this Hamiltonian one performs the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation and chooses a ﬁnite basis of molecular orbitals to expand the single-body and
two-body terms. To include the bosonic degrees of freedom in the description, one can go
beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and expand the term VeN linearly in the
nuclei positions. Later, one substitutes these positions by the nuclei normal modes, com-
puted in the Born-Oppenheimer zeroth order approximation, and obtains a linear bosonic
term coupled to quadratic fermionic terms, that can account for nonadiabatic corrections
to the Born-Oppenheimer solution that one can solve with our methods. To implement
the dynamics of the Hamiltonian in Eq. () one can map it into a spin representation via







σ i ⊗ σ j ⊗ σ k · · ·
)
. ()
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The associated dynamics can be simulated digitallywith aTrotter expansion, as in Figure ,
implementing single nonlocal terms as a combination of global Mølmer-Sørensen gates
and local ion rotations.
The mean value of the energy 〈He〉 can be retrieved by obtaining mean values over in-
dividual terms of the Hamiltonian. Speciﬁcally, the expectation value of products of Pauli
matrices can be mapped onto single qubit expectation values through application of non-
local qubit gates []. Finally, the eigenvalues of He can be obtained using the phase es-
timation algorithm, starting from trial states obtained with the previous method via uni-
tary coupled-cluster techniques []. By letting the system evolve for diﬀerent times, with
a digital decomposition, one can perform the phase estimation algorithm with eﬃcient
resources.
One can also think of including vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom. The non-
local gate can be performed in order to entangle the internal state of the ions with the
normal motional modes, e.g. with operations like |ψθ 〉 ≡ e–iθ (σ

i ⊗σj ⊗··· )(a+a†)|ψ〉. On the
one hand, one is able to compute the time evolution with fermionic-bosonic Hamiltoni-
ans, and, on the other hand, to map correlation functions of coupled bosonic-fermionic
degrees of freedom into the state of one single ion []. As described in Section .., a
trapped-ion quantum computer with tens of fermionic and bosonic modes, implemented
with a few hundreds of gates, would be able to perform quantum simulations within co-
herence times. As shown in the previous section, one would easily overcome a classical
computer, dealing with Hilbert space dimension ∼ . Although a quantum chemistry
simulation with chemical accuracy of the ground state energy of a large molecule would
require many gates [], including bosonic degrees of freedom can signiﬁcantly reduce
this number. Moreover, for computing time evolution of quantum chemistry dynamics
of even small molecules with correlations, a quantum simulator will be required, due to
the fast entanglement growth that prevents the use of classical methods. In Section ..
we have included speciﬁc examples of numbers of gates and total time of the protocols
for speciﬁc fermion-boson Hamiltonians that can be extrapolated to the case of quantum
chemistry dynamics.
Summarizing, we propose a hybrid quantum-classical simulation approach involving
digital-analog methods for quantum chemistry.
3 Conclusions
Wehave analyzed the feasibility of eﬃcient quantum simulations of fermionic and bosonic
interacting models in trapped ions. We have shown that these quantum simulations are
advantageous when compared with other quantum platforms and with classical comput-
ers. Accordingly, the next generation of experiments with trapped ions may produce use-
ful insight in the fundamental properties of condensed-matter, high-energy physics, and
quantum chemistry models.
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